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ABSTRACT 

Wind turbine control has attracted increasing attention, driven in part by evolving challenges due to the 

growing size and complexity of wind turbines. Addressing these challenges and maximizing wind turbine 

power production requires the application of advanced nonlinear control methods. Sliding Mode Control 

(SMC) has emerged as a promising approach in this context. Recent studies have explored the integration 

of an integral term with SMC, called I-SMC. This technique has been shown to result in system responses 

that exhibit chattering phenomena with noticeable state errors. This study aimed to address these issues 

through the introduction of a novel controller known as Integral Backstepping SMC (IB-SMC). This study 

demonstrated that IBSMC not only ensured the stability of wind turbines but also outperformed other 

control strategies, even in the presence of disturbances of approximately 30% of the rated electromagnetic 

torque. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, extensive simulation tests were carried out 

using MATLAB /Simulink software to evaluate the controller's responsiveness to rapid changes in 

conditions, as well as its robustness and overall performance. A comparison was carried out between the 

IBSMC and previous SMCs to evaluate their ability to reduce steady-state error and chattering. 

Keywords-wind turbines; stability; integral sliding mode control; backstepping control; nonlinear systems  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The last few years have seen an increase in interest in the 
control of wind turbines, partially motivated by the increasing 
complexity associated with the management of such large 
devices [1-4]. The bigger the turbines, the more challenges 
researchers face in designing their control. To complicate this 
scenario even further, researchers must consider which control 

works best when the wind turbine operates at variable or fixed 
rotor speed. When in operation, wind turbines can move 
between two distinct modes, called partial load and full load. 
For the partial-load case, the control objective is to maintain a 
steady tip-speed ratio and use this information to extract the 
maximum possible energy by tracking the wind and the turbine 
shaft speeds. However, in the full-load case, the control 
objective is to maintain the generator speed at its rated value 
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independently of the wind speed [1, 3, 5]. The control of wind 
turbines comprises two clear goals:  

 Maximizing power production when the turbine operates at 
its normal speed 

 Regulating power production at a specific level when the 
wind speed exceeds a certain threshold. 

A wide range of control methods have been proposed to 
maximize power production, including linear, nonlinear, and 
data-driven control [1, 3, 6-8]. Although linear control methods 
have shown promising results [9], many studies have shown 
that nonlinear control for wind turbines outperforms linear 
control [2-3, 7]. Sliding Mode Control (SMC) has attracted 
attention and has been widely used to control nonlinear 
processes subjected to external disturbances [10-13]. A 
switching function, known as the sliding manifold, is selected 
to drive the system trajectories to reach the manifold (i.e. the 
sliding surface). This means that all system trajectories will 
reach the sliding surface and will remain there forever [11, 13]. 

In terms of wind turbines, SMC has proved its effectiveness 
in wind turbine control. In [5], promising results were achieved 
when using SMC based on the Utkin method and considering a 
two-mass drive train model with integral action to minimize 
errors. In [14], the Utkin method was applied in the setup of a 
single mass model with fuzzy representation. In [15], the 
importance of SMC for wind turbines was presented, showing 
improvements when SMC works with a time-varying 
compensator to compute the sliding surface. I-SMC has gained 
popularity because the integral term ensures that the system 
error goes to zero as the system evolves. As with SMC, I-SMC 
relies upon a sliding surface that drives the system state to a 
desired equilibrium point and the additional integral term helps 
to eliminate the steady-state error. I-SMC improves the 
performance of wind turbines in the presence of disturbances 
[16]. In [17], I-SMC was proposed when extracting maximum 
power at below-rated wind speed [17]. In [18], I-SMC was 
investigated to improve the performance of permanent magnet 
synchronous wind turbine generators [18]. Backstepping [19] is 
a nonlinear control strategy that, combined with SMC, can 
significantly improve the process response, for example, in 
photovoltaics [20], robot manipulators [21], vehicles [22], 
quadrotors [23], and wind turbines [24-25]. In [24-25], the 
benefits of backstepping with SMC were presented. However, 
tracking has not yet been fully solved under backstepping with 
SMC. Tracking requires an integral term, recall, to drive the 
system to the desired tracking point. In [24-25] backstepping 
was used with SMC (B-SMC) in the context of wind turbines, 
but B-SMC does not ensure tracking. However, IB-SMC 
ensures tracking. IB-SMC has already been investigated in 
other contexts, such as DFIG [6, 26], quadrotors [27] magnetic 
levitation [28], optoelectronic platforms [29], and photovoltaic 
energy [30]. This study contributes toward this direction by 
presenting a strategy that joins the integral term with both 
backstepping and SMC, contributing the following: 

 IB-SMC is proposed for wind turbines to reduce chattering 
by giving a high nonlinearity on the switching manifold 
using inner loops. 

 The chattering problem of SMC due to the linearity of the 
sliding surface is addressed. 

 An integral term is considered to improve the precision of 
the system, as concluded from I-SMC. 

 The robustness and closed-loop stability of the proposed 
control law is tested. 

 The controller's parameters are ptimized to meet the 
required objectives in terms of stability, precision, and 
chattering mitigation. 

II. MODELING 

Wind turbines depend on certain mechanical and electric 
elements to produce electricity. The aerodynamic power 
extracted from the turbine's shaft is given by [3, 8, 31]: 

�� = �
� ���	
�, �����     (1) 

where R, v, and ρ denote the rotor radius, wind speed, and air 
density (kg/m

3
), respectively. Cp is the turbine's aerodynamic 

efficiency that is highly dependent on the tip speed ratio (λ) and 
the blade pitch angle (β). According to Betz's limit, the power 
factor Cp(λ, β) never exceeds the value of 0.593 [32]. The tip-
speed ratio λ is given by (2) [24, 33]: 

� = ���
�        (2) 

where ωr is the rotational speed of the wind turbine. The power 
coefficient Cp(λ, β) required in (1) can be expressed by [34]: 

�	
�, � = 0.0068�  

                   +0.5176 ��� 
! − 0.4 − 5$ %&'��!()*  (3) 

with η satisfying: 
�
! = �


+,-.-./� − -.-�0

/1,�� . 

Aerodynamic torque is expressed as follows [17, 35-36]: 

2� = �
�+ �����	
�, ���                (4) 

A. Power Transmission Modeling 

The mechanism of a wind turbine contains a drivetrain, 
which names the group of gears that make the conversion of 
mechanical energy from the low-speed shaft to the electric 
generator. The corresponding equations are [39]: 

3456 4 = 2� − 278 − 9454       (5) 

3:56: = 2;8 − 9:5: − 2<=     (6) 

where Ta (Tls) is the aerodynamic (low-speed) shaft torque. 
Low-speed shaft speed is denoted by ωls, and rotor side 
(generator side) angular deviation is denoted by ωr (ωg). The 
high-speed shaft torque Ths propels the generator's inertia Jg 
while the generator torque Tg and the generator dampening Kg 
act as brakes. Since the low-speed and high-speed shaft torque 
are related through the rule Tls=NgThs, (6) can be used to write: 

278 = >:&3:56: + 9:5: + 2<=*   (7) 

Combining (5) and (7) gives: 
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3456 4 = 2� − 278 − 9454       (8) 

III.  CONTROL SYSTEM 

Wind turbines are designed to generate electricity as 
efficiently as possible. Industrial wind turbines achieve 
maximum power efficiency when the wind crosses the turbine 
blades at a speed of 10 to 15 m/s [8]. When the wind speed 
exceeds 15 m/s, the turbine can be damaged and a safer 
strategy is to slow down the shaft speed. In this case, all 
additional power that could be extracted from the wind must be 
discharged. Industrial wind turbines have a built-in power-
regulation mechanism for any kind of wind. When the output 
power is lower than the rated power, wind turbines must 
respond to rapid variations. Typically, the turbine operates at 
variable rotor speeds to capture the maximum available wind 
energy, and the torque generator provides input control by 
varying the rotor speed while keeping the blade pitch angle 
constant. Various control methods have been proposed, some 
combining linear and nonlinear control techniques or 
employing more advanced control strategies. Most of these 
methods involve multiple objectives and some of them aim to 
control the rotor speed reference. 

This study aims to design a control method that maximizes 
power extraction. This was achieved under the following 
considerations. Controlling wind turbines usually requires 
dealing with two inputs and two outputs [14, 40]. In formal 
terms, the two inputs are the blade pitch angle βreg and the 
electromagnetic torque of the generator Tem. The two outputs 
are the generated electrical power P and the turbine rotation 
speed ωr. Both β and λ in (1) are maintained at their optimal 
values to achieve the control goal. In particular, to obtain the 
optimal value for λ, the rotor speed ωr must follow the optimal 
reference rotor speed ωropt. This is achieved by modifying the 
control input signal Tg. 

A. Baseline Control 

Baseline control denotes the classical control strategy that 
regulates the generator torque to maximize power output at 
varying wind speeds. This control strategy is the most 
commonly used and studied controller in wind turbines [1-3]. 
The baseline control works as follows. The turbine sets the 
blade pitch angle to zero to extract the maximum energy. 
Afterward, the wind turbine operates under generator torque 
control Tg through [5, 41]: 

2: = �
�+?@A1 ���0�	=�B54

�          (9) 

B.  Sliding Mode Control 

Although SMC has been successfully applied in the control 
of wind turbines, it is known to have a side effect: SMC creates 
chattering, a phenomenon that makes the system oscillate with 
increasing frequency [12]. Several attempts have been made to 
mitigate the impact of chattering. One of them is to apply 
control with saturation or hyperbolic tangent functions. The 
control law then ensures that the system remains on the sliding 
surface, and any abrupt changes in the control are replaced by a 
smoother variation function, which is then added to the 
continuous control term. This feature is recalled in the 
sequence. 

There are two significant steps in the SMC design process. 
The first is to define the switching surface to achieve the 
required system dynamics. To extract the maximum power at 
below-rated wind speed (e.g. 15 m/s), the turbine rotor speed 
must track the reference rotor speed, which is derived from the 
effective wind speed. The second step is to choose the control 
law that drives the trajectories to the switching surface. For 
both steps, the sliding surface can be defined by [24, 35, 42]. 
The corresponding asymptotic stability is ensured if the 
Lyapunov function V = S2

 satisfies V ̇= S, ̇S < 0, following: 

C6 = D �EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56: − IJHJ
G�

5: − IJ
G�

2<= − 56 4<K$ (10) 

where Tem represents the control law applied in the wind 
turbine. The scalar terms uequ and udisc are defined as: 

L<MN = EF
IJ

− H�
IJ

54 ± 56 : − 9:5: − G�
IJ

56 4<K     

LPQ8R = −9tanh �W
X$, K > 0   (11) 

where K represents a proportional gain and φ > 0 is a constant 
related to the region around the desired operating point. The 
control law applied in the wind turbine is: 

2<= = L = L<MN + LPQ8R = EF
IJ

− H�
IJ

54  

−3:56 : − 9:5: − G�
IJ

56 4<K − 9YZ[ℎ �W
X$  (12) 

C. Integral Sliding Mode Control 

Conventional SMC acts to minimize the error between the 
measured output and the desired operating point [34]. 
However, this strategy sometimes leads to a slow convergence 
to the desired operating point, especially if the system has a 
steady-state error. I-SMC incorporates an integral term to 
minimize the tracking error [2, 35]. Formally, the I-SMC reads 
as [31, 43-44]: 

D
Y� = %
Y� + 9Q ]  ∞- %
Y�^Y        (13) 

with e(t) = ωr(t) - ωref(t). Considering the Lyapunov function as 
V = S2

, gives: 

C6 = D&%6
Y� + 9Q%
Y�* = D
EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56:  

   − IJHJ
G�

5: − IJ
G�

2<= − 56 4<K + 9Q%
Y��     (14) 

Then, obtain C6 < 0  whenever the control torque 2<= 
satisfies: 

2<= = EF
IJ

− H�
IJ

54 − 3:56 : − 9:5: − G�
IJ

56 4<K  

    + G�
IJ

9Q%
Y� − 9tanh �W
X$   (15) 

D. Integral-Backstepping SMC (IB-SMC) 

IB-SMC combines I-SMC with backstepping [45-47]. Like 
the I-SMC, IB-SMC handles and minimizes the error as 
quickly as possible. Backstepping transforms lower-order 
systems into a strict feedback form [24, 43, 48]. The integral-
backstepping technique can be adapted and merged with SMC 
to generate a smooth output signal, thereby removing any 
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chattering in the control input. IB-SMC is an important step in 
overcoming certain limitations of conventional SMC, such as 
chattering, steady-state error, and tracking errors resulting from 
uncertainties and disturbances. Compared to traditional 
backstepping control, the integration of integral backstepping 
with SMC improves robustness against external disturbances 
by avoiding discontinuous control signals and improving 
tracking accuracy. 

The tracking error ε1 is defined as : 

`� = 54 − 54<K      (16) 

As usual, the goal is to ensure that ε1 tends to zero as t tends 
to infinity. Taking the derivative to time on both sides of (16), 
with (8) gives: 

`6� = EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56: − IJHJ
G�

5: − IJ
G�

2<=  

    − 56 4<K      (17) 

The candidate Lyapunov function is: 

C� = �
� `�

� + a �
� b�    (18) 

where b
Y� = ]  c
- 
54 − 54<K�^Y is the rotor speed error. The 

first time derivative of (18), is:  

C6� = `� �EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56: − IJHJ
G�

5: − IJ
G�

2<=   − 56 4<K + ab$ (19) 

K1 > 0 is defined as the constant that satisfies C6� = −9�`�
�,  

resulting in: 

−9�`� = EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56 : − IJHJ
G�

5: − IJ
G�

2<=   

    −56 4<K + ab      (20) 

The Tem variable is considered a virtual control input, 
meaning that it will drive (17) to the equilibrium zero point. A 
stabilizing function d  is derived, which is assumed to be 
identical to the virtual control input Tem to lead to the desired 
stability. The stabilizing function is defined as: 

d = EF
IJ

− H�
IJ

54 − 3:56: − 9:5: − G�
IJ

56 4<K + G�
IJ

9b (21) 

The second error variable is defined as: 

`� = 2<= − d     (22) 

Substituting (22) into (17) gives: 

`6� = EF
G�

− H�
G�

54 − IJGJ
G�

56: − IJHJ
G�

5: − 56 4<K − IJ
G�


d� (23) 

Combining (18) and (20) gives: 

`6� = −9�`� − 9b − IJ
G�

`�      (24) 

As a result, using (15) gives: 

C6� = `�`6� + 9bb6 = −9�`�
� − IJe)ef

G�
      (25) 

It should be noted that the term −9�`�
�  is negative. 

However, the term >:`�`�/34  can become either positive or 

negative when t > 0 increases. The next argument is introduced 

to ensure that >:`�`�/34 becomes negative for all t > 0, and so 

ensuring that C6�  is negative for all t >0, following (21) and 
(22): 

d6 = E6F
IJ

− H�
IJ

56 4 − 3:5h: − 9:56: − G�
IJ

5h 4<K + G�
IJ

9b6  

    + G�
IJ

9�`6�         (26) 

Hence: 

`6� = 26<= − E6F
IJ

+ H�
IJ

56 4 + 3:5h : + 9:56 : + G�
IJ

5h 4<K  

    − G�
IJ

9b6 −   G�
IJ

9�`6�          (27) 

According to Step 2, the Lyapunov function becomes [30]: 

C� = C� + �
� `�

�      (28) 

which implies: 

C6� = C6� + `�`6� = −9�`�
� − IJe)ef

G�
+ `�`6�  

    = −9� `�
� + `� �`6� − IJe)

G�
$         (29) 

To ensure the stability of C6�, let us set: 

`6� − IJe)
G�

= −9�`�       (30) 

Under this condition set, the following is achieved: 

C6� = −9�`�
� − 9�`�

� < 0      (31) 

which implies the asymptotic stability to the zero point. To 
conclude the reasoning, (28) and (30) are combined to obtain: 

26<= = E6F
IJ

− H�
IJ

56 4 − 3:5h : − 9:56 : − G�
IJ

5h 4<K  

    + G�
IJ

9b6 + G�
IJ

9�`6� + IJe)
G�

− 9�`�         (32) 

The control term Tem is obtained by integrating the last 
expression: 

2<= = EF
IJ

− H�
IJ

54 − 3:56 : − 9:5: − G�
IJ

56 4<K  

    + G�
IJ

9b + G�
IJ

9�`� + IJi
G�

− 9� ]  c
- `�
j�^j   (33) 

IB-SMC consists of two components, i.e.: 

L kl(mno = 2<= + LPQ8R        (34) 

where Tem satisfies (32) and udisc satisfies: 

LPQ8R = −9tanh �W
X$        (35) 

SMC brings the benefit of fast-tracking for the desired 
trajectory. On the other hand, backstepping control brings the 
benefit of avoiding chattering and adding the integral term that 
ensures the system reaches zero steady-state error. As 
summarized in (33), IB-SMC brings into a unique setup the 
benefits of both SMC and integral backstepping control. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The simulation of the proposed controller was divided into 
two parts: the first involves typical trajectory tracking without 
disturbances, while the second focuses on rotor speed tracking 
under external disturbances. Various control methods, 
including conventional control [49-50], SMC [51], I-SMC, and 
IB-SMC, were simulated to compare their tracking accuracy 
and robustness against external disturbances. IB-SMC was 
evaluated by simulating a two-mass wind turbine model in 
MATLAB/Simulink. It was a 600 kW CART3 variable-speed 
wind turbine model [15], and Table I details its variable-pitch 
characteristics. 

A. Output Power Analysis 

IB-SMC was compared with baseline, SMC, and I-SMC. 
The IB-SMC parameters were K = 0.1, K1 = 0.3, and K2 = 
0.0001. The other methods were simulated with K = 0.145 and 
Ki = 0.001. The wind speed was kept the same in all 
experiments, according to the procedure described in [24], with 
a mean value of 8 m/s. Figure 1 shows the power produced by 
the wind turbine model using different control strategies. All 
control methods guided the model to its maximum power 
production, which varied greatly during short periods. To fairly 
grasp this information, the total amount of power produced was 
calculated for each control strategy. Table II summarizes the 
corresponding data, showing that IB-SMC outperformed all 
competitors, increasing efficiency by approximately 0.26% and 
proving the potential benefits of IB-SMC for wind turbines. 

TABLE I.  DATA FOR WIND TURBINE SIMULATIONS. 
VALUES USED IN THE SIMULATIONS 

Symbol Notation Value Units 

R Turbine rotor radius 21.65 M 

ρ Air density 1.225 kg/m3 

Jr Rotoris inertial mass 3.25×105 kg.m2 

Kls Shaft damping 9500 N.m/rad/s 

Bls Shaft stiffness 2.691×105 N.m/rad 

Kr Rotor's friction 27.36 N.m/rad/s 

Kg Generator friction 0.2 N.m/rad/s 

Jg Generator inertial mass 34.4 kg.m2 

Ta Maximum electrical torque 3.753×105 N.m 

Ng Gearbox ratio 41.165 - 

λ Optimal tip ratio speed 8.5 - 

TABLE II.  POWER PRODUCTION UNDER DISTINCT 
CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Criterion Baseline SMC I-SMC IB-SMC 

Pmax (kW) 218.33 218.31 218.27 218.91 

 

B. Vibration Mitigation Analysis 

Wind turbines are subjected to a wide range of vibrations, 
both from external and internal sources. The most significant 
external vibrations are caused by wind gusts and turbulence, 
which can cause the blades and the tower to shake and vibrate 
[53]. Internal vibrations can be caused by imbalances in the 
rotating components or other issues related to the support 
structures. In any case, excessive vibration can lead to fatigue 
and permanent damage to turbine components. In some 
circumstances, control can mitigate or amplify vibrations, as 
confirmed by simulations. Figure 2 shows that the IB-SMC 

decreased the vibrations in the turbine model, in contrast to the 
other strategies that generated higher vibrations. This finding 
suggests that using IB-SMC to control wind turbines has the 
potential to protect the turbine mechanisms against vibrations.  

C. Performance Comparison 

The main control objective was to maximize power capture 
from the wind turbine by accurately tracking the rotor speed. 
Figure 3 shows the rotor speed for the following controllers: 
baseline, SMC, I-SMC, and IB-SMC. IB-SMC seems to track 
the optimal rotor speed, which is confirmed by the computed 
error shown in Table III. Figures 4 and 5 show the low-speed 
shaft torque and the electromagnetic torque response. IB-SMC 
showed lower oscillations when compared to SMC and I-SMC, 
however, the baseline seems to produce the lowest oscillations. 

TABLE III.  TRACKING ERROR OF THE ROTOR SPEED 
UNDER DISTINCT CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Criterion Baseline SMC I-SMC IB-SMC 

Error (%) 2.6 3.1 2.3 1 
 

Table IV shows a comparison between the proposed and 
the conventional controllers. The following terms were used to 
compare the efficiency of the controllers: electrical efficiency 
(ηelec) and aerodynamic efficiency (ηaero). Aerodynamic 
efficiency is the ratio of energy captured by the wind turbine to 
the optimal energy available from the wind and can be 
mathematically expressed as: 

p�<4q
%� =
]  

Astu
Atut

vF
c� Pc

]  
Astu

Atut
vF?@A
c� Pc

       (36) 

Electrical efficiency is the ratio of electric energy produced 
to the optimal energy available from the wind, and is given by:  

p<7<R
%� =
]  

Astu
Atut

vw
c�Pc

]  
Astu

Atut
vF?@A
c�Pc

       (37) 

The optimal aerodynamic torque is given by: 

��q	c = �
� �����v=�B��       (38) 

TABLE IV.  COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CONTROL 
STRATEGIES USING p<7<R AND p�<4q 

Indicator Baseline SMC I-SMC IB-SMC 

xyzy
%� 97.0 98.6 97.7 98.5 

x{y|}
%� 70.28 70.35 70.12 70.40 

Max Tem (kNm) 1.625 1.626 1.627 1.642 

Std Tem (kNm)  0.643 0.460 0.372 0.210 

 

Figure 6 shows a variable wind profile with rapid peak 
changes [53], which was used to examine the effectiveness of 
the proposed controller. Figure 7 shows the rotor speed with a 
disturbance level of 5 kNm. The SMC and ISMC could not 
follow the reference rotor speed, resulting in a considerably 
reduced efficiency. In proportional control, the rotor speed 
deviates from the reference value and is influenced by all 
disturbance levels, while any adjustments on the pitch angle 
result in lower power than the intended rotor speed's extracted 
power value. The IB-SMC can adapt to the 10 kNm 
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disturbance level while maintaining the tracking of the desired 
rotor speed value. The main objective of the controllers is to 
maximize energy capture while reducing transmission stresses. 
The results show that the power captured from the reference 
rotor value remains almost unchanged for the IBSMC, even 
with a twofold increase in disturbance levels from 5 to 10 kNm. 
Unlike SMC and ISMC, power efficiency was affected by the 5 
kNm disturbance, and proportional control was also influenced 
by disturbance and changes in pitch angle. Table V compares 
the performance and complexity of the controllers, showing 
that the baseline and SMC controllers have low complexity and 
performance. The I-SMC controller has low complexity and 

moderate performance, which is consistent with [35]. The 
results indicate that the IB-SMC is the most complex and also 
the most effective controller among the four. 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON OF ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE 

CONTROLLERS 

Controller Complexity Performance 

Baseline Low Low 
SMC Low Low 

I-SMC Low Moderate 

IB-SMC High High 
 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Wind turbine simulation: power produced by distinct control strategies. 

 

Fig. 2.  Power spectral density of Tls: the greater the amplitude, the greater the vibration. IB-SMC seems to generate the lowest amplitude for most frequencies.  

 
Fig. 3.  Rotor speed comparison for SMC, I-SMC, and IB-SMC. 
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Fig. 4.  Low-speed shaft torque comparison for SMC, I-SMC, and IB-SMC. 

 
Fig. 5.  Electromagnetic torque comparison for SMC, I-SMC, and IB-SMC. 

 
Fig. 6.  Wind speed profile. 

 

Fig. 7.  Rotor speed comparison for SMC, I-SMC, and IB-SMC with 5 kNm disturbance. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

This paper introduced a novel control strategy for wind 
turbines termed as IB-SMC. This strategy combines the 
advantages of I-SMC, which facilitates tracking of the desired 
trajectory with backstepping control, which is known to 
prevent chattering and compensate for the steady-state error. In 
addition, IB-SMC ensures the stability of wind turbines. 
Comparative analysis was performed against the baseline, 
conventional SMC, and I-SMC, and simulation results showed 
that IB-SMC surpassed them in terms of power production, 
exhibiting an approximately 0.26% increase in efficiency. IB-
SMC also demonstrated the ability to generate the lowest 
vibration amplitude in the turbine model, indicating its 
potential application to protect turbine mechanisms against 
vibrations. In conclusion, the simulations and result 
comparison underscored the potential advantages of the 
proposed IB-SMC strategy for wind turbines. 
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